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Session outline

Meta-analysis, the pooling of information from separate
studies that relate to the same outcome of interest, is now
widely used in application. However practical and
methodological challenges remain. This talk will focus on
these issues and will comprise of two main sections.
Firstly, I will discuss issues relating to bias, both within
studies and across the entire evidence base. The first of
these types of biases relates to ”known unknowns”
because it refers to studies that have been included in the
meta-analysis. However the second of these types of
biases is perhaps even more challenging, as it refers to
studies that have not been found, and so refers to
”unknown unknowns”.
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Session outline

In the second part of the talk I will discuss some of the
main themes of current methodological interest, including
multivariate, network and individual patient data
meta-analysis. As we will see, issues relating to bias can
become even more subtle as more sophisticated statistical
methods are used. A theme running through the talk will
be scientific reproducibility, which we will see also
becomes more challenging when using more advanced
statistical techniques.
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What is a meta-analysis? Here are some ‘buzzwords’

Systematic review.

Cochrane (Collaboration).

Evidence synthesis.
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What is a meta-analysis? Here is a picture
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Univariate random-effects meta-analysis

In the previous example, the outcomes were log-odds
ratios. We perform the analysis on the log-odds scale and
convert the results to the odds scale at the end.

Yi |µi ∼ N(µi , s2
i ).

µi ∼ N(µ, τ2).

Therefore Yi ∼ N(µ, s2
i + τ2).
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What does the random-effects model have to say
about scientific reproducibility?

If τ2 > 0 then the random-effects model says that there are
differences between the true underlying effects (the µi ) that
we do not explain.

Does this mean that the random-effects model concedes
that scientific results are not reproducible?

Taken literally, I think the answer is ‘yes’. But being a bit
more sensible, I think the answer is ‘no’. The
random-effects model makes no attempt to explain the
differences in the true underlying study results, that is all. It
is a pragmatic way to obtain a meaningful average whilst
allowing for the fact that the results are heterogeneous.

If we take τ2 = 0 then we have a fixed-effect, aka
common-effect, aka fixed-effects model.
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The first type of bias: the ‘known unknowns’

Let us begin by talking about bias in the estimates we have
in our sample.

Under a common-effect model we assume that all studies
provide an unbiased estimate of the ‘truth’ (whatever that
means).

But do we really believe in the strong common-effect
assumption?

I would argue that this assumption is always likely to be
implausible (but then again I often make
less-than-plausible assumptions, for one reason or
another...).

Another issue is that the random-effects model is often
criticised on the grounds that it gives small studies too
much weight.
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The first type of bias: Meta-regression models

Yi |µi ∼ N(µi , s2
i ).

µi ∼ N(µ, τ2).

In a meta-regression model we instead assume that
µi ∼ N(α+ βxi , τ

2).

This model can be used to explain the between-study
heterogeneity (which I would argue arises due to bias in
some, or more probably all, studies).

But what are the difficulties with this approach?
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The first type of bias: The Cochrane risk of bias tool
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The first type of bias: The Cochrane risk of bias tool
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The first type of bias: And observational studies?
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The first type of bias: Bayesian modelling
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The first type of bias: A nice diagram
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The first type of bias: scientific reproducibility

We can see therefore that a variety of approaches to
‘dealing with’ the first type of bias have been proposed.

How objective are these methods? Are they really quite
subjective?

What are the implications of using subjective methods for
scientific reproducibility?
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The second type of bias: the ‘unknown unknowns’

Now let us discuss the estimates that we do not have in
our sample.

Thanks to trial registration, we may have some idea of how
many estimates we do not have.

But more probably, we do not even have much idea of how
many estimates we have been unable to include in our
analysis.

Hence I will describe this type of bias as being due to
‘unknown unknowns’.
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The second type of bias: so what is the problem?

If the sample of estimates that we have is representative of
the entire population then we have lost precision by failing
to include all estimates but there is no bias.

There is often the fear that the sample is not
representative.

This problem is often called ‘publication bias’. It was the
topic of my PhD.

For what reasons might publication bias occur in practice?
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The second type of bias: A funnel plot
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The second type of bias: Statistical modelling
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Multivariate meta-analysis
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Univariate random-effects meta-analysis (first
outcome)

Hopefully this is a reminder.

Yi1|µi1 ∼ N(µi1, s2
i1).

µi1 ∼ N(µ1, τ
2
1 ).

Therefore Yi1 ∼ N(µ1, s2
i1 + τ2

1 ).
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Univariate random-effects meta-analysis (second
outcome)

Hopefully this is also a reminder.

Yi2|µi2 ∼ N(µi2, s2
i2).

µi2 ∼ N(µ2, τ
2
2 ).

Therefore Yi2 ∼ N(µ2, s2
i2 + τ2

2 ).
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Multivariate random-effects meta-analysis (within
studies)

The within-studies distribution is now given by a
multivariate normal distribution(

Yi1
Yi2

) ∣∣∣∣ ( µi1
µi2

)
∼ N

((
µi1
µi2

)
,

(
s2

i1 ρisi1si2
ρisi1si2 s2

i2

))
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Multivariate random-effects meta-analysis (between
studies)

The between-studies distribution is now given by a
multivariate normal distribution(

µi1
µi2

)
∼ N

((
µ1
µ2

)
,

(
τ2

1 κτ1τ2
κτ1τ2 τ2

2

))
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Multivariate random-effects meta-analysis

The marginal distribution of the outcome data is therefore(
Yi1
Yi2

)
∼ N

((
µ1
µ2

)
,

(
s2

i1 + τ2
1 ρisi1si2 + κτ1τ2

ρisi1si2 + κτ1τ2 s2
i2 + τ2

2

))
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Multivariate meta-analysis: bias and scientific
reproducibility

I do not think that multivariate meta-analysis directly
results in any further difficulties related to scientific
reproducibility. Having said that, does the use of more
sophisticated statistical methods present challenges to
scientific reproducibility in general?

I think the issues relating to bias become complicated and
subtle in the multivariate setting.
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Network meta-analysis
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A real example
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Another real example
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Statistical models for network meta-analysis

The standard univariate random-effects model is
Yi ∼ N(µ, s2

i + τ2).

Another way to write this is Yi = µ+ βi + εi , where
βi ∼ N(0, τ2) and εi ∼ N(0, s2

i ).

It is this way of writing meta-analysis models that has
become popular in network meta-analysis.
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Statistical models for network meta-analysis
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Statistical models for network meta-analysis

Let us assume that all studies compare two treatments
(this is not true for either real example).

If Yi compares treatments I and J then we could assume
the model Yi = δAJ − δAI + βi + εi .

This model makes the consistency assumption and we
define δAA = 0.

The parameters δAI and δAJ are called ‘basic parameters’.
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Network meta-analysis: bias and scientific
reproducibility

I do not think that network meta-analysis directly results in
any further difficulties related to scientific reproducibility.
Having said that, does the use of more sophisticated
statistical methods present challenges to scientific
reproducibility in general?

I think the issues relating to bias become complicated and
subtle in the network meta-analysis setting.

I am now working on multivariate network meta-analysis
models. Issues relating to bias now become very
complicated and subtle!
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Individual patient data meta-analysis

All the models above describe the study specific estimates
and NOT the individual patient data (IPD).

The individual patient data was used to estimate the study
specific estimated effects.

Usually we do not have the IPD and so we have to use the
types of data and models that I have described.

IPD meta-analyses, where possible, have many
advantages.

However issues around ‘data sharing’ raise further
difficulties associated with scientific reproducibility.
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Conclusions

Methods for meta-analysis are becoming ever more
sophisticated. For the most part, this is a good thing.

I think that (both types of) bias is an even more serious and
subtle issue in multivariate and network meta-analysis.

IPD meta-analysis is a very good thing but raises further
issues concerning scientific reproducibility and
transparency.


